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iForks
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Magnetic Fork Covers - DAGS
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Pipe Hold Downs
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iForks work on virtually any lift truck
with an ISO hook-on carriage. Being
wireless, the system can be installed
onto any forklift in a matter of minutes.
These unique and innovative forks let
you weigh your product as you lift it,
enabling you to view and track the
weight of individual loads and total
weight of multiple loads.
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Ideal for handling a wide variety
of loads. Designed for use in any
industrial sector where palletless
products could be damaged from
contact with bare forks. When
confronted with an awkward load
like metal boxes or cages, DAGS can
be installed in a matter of seconds.
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Designed to swing into position when
needed to securely clamp a load of
pipes. Prevents dropping or slipping
of large loads, even over rough
terrain or inclines.
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Metal is your business. Making attachments to handle it is ours.
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Allows efficient and easy transport of
rolled materials, such as steel or pipe.
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Lift truck attachments for all your forging needs.
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Forging Manipulators
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Rotators
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Roll Clamps
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A safe and efficient method of handling
forgings and castings when loading and
unloading furnaces and forging presses.
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Add 360° revolving motion, in both
directions, to truck forks. Used in
manufacturing for load inverting
and dumping loads.
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Cascade offers a full line of Roll Clamps
to handle steel coils regardless of
diameter, weight or type of material.


Fork Clamps
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Fork Positioners
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Fixed Fork Speaders
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Operate both as a Clamp and a Fork
Positioner. Awkward loads can be
clamped between the forks. The
ability to position the forks speeds
pallet handling and reduces wear
and tear on the pallets.
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Fast and accurate fork positioning
without leaving the driver’s seat
allows faster load handling with
reduced product damage. A Cascade
fork positioner increases productivity
and helps reduce damage.
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Used for handling wide loads such as
trusses, rebar and pipe, the Fixed
Fork Spreader has two additional
forks to provide stability for the load.
Quick Disconnect makes it easy
to mount and detach.

Whether you're handling metal ore, minerals or
scrap… Cascade has you covered, from
Aluminum to Zinc.
We design a wide variety of heavy-duty products specific to the Metal
Industry that operate even under the harshest conditions.
Our commitment to quality and customer satisfaction has made us the
leading worldwide manufacturer of lift truck attachments and related
products. For more information on how Cascade lift truck attachments can
help you move your metal assets more efficiently, contact Cascade.
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Whatever the application, we can handle it.

